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DATE FOUNDED

LOCATION

REPRESENTATIVES

TOTAL NO. OF EMPLOYEES

TOTAL SALES

BRANDS

1985.11. 23

145

At F.G.F, we are proud of our high reputation in service and quality, which we have acquired over the last 30 years. We intend to expand further in years to come.

Our 29 years of experience with successful marketing strategy, enabled us to  continuously foresee trends and formed our visions in the fashion industry since 1985.  

We have established the fashion brands ‘INTERMEZZO’, ‘C.P. Company’and ‘Stone Island’. Later on, we also launched ‘C.P. Company Donna’ & ’C.P. Company Under Sixteen’ 
in 2003. Then, it launched the footwear & lifestyle products selected store, ‘GEEKSHOP’ in 2008. F.G.F is continuously growing as a global fashion enterprise together with various 
imported brands.

With the aim to create the best living culture value and improve the quality of life, F.G.F Group has made a ceaseless effort to expand its business in food, clothing and shelter 
that greatly affects daily life decisions of mankind. Combining business strategies and international infrastructures that F.G.F has built, it successfully opened the Italian classic 
restaurant ‘BUONASERA’ in December 2002 and launched ‘STASERA’ in July 2005. In October 2011, FGF’s latest addition to its chain is the ‘STASERA Trattoria’ at the Seoul 
Finance Center, which caters the exotic taste of Italian home cooking to the local market.

beverages from all over the world to introduce to the Korean market.

WWW.FGF.CO.KR
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We create a new standard in lifestyle to add value to life.

Communication : Transparency in communication to deliver a clear message
Family : Implement a harmonious and win-win working environment for employees
Management : Increase brand value through change and innovation
Customer Satisfaction : Satisfy not only customers’ needs but also their wants

Challenge : No fear of failure in order to overcome challenges
Cooperation : Respect to all people we work with
Creativity : Pushing the limits to create new standards
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HISTORY of

2014.10.24
2014.02.14
2012.11.08
2012.10.30
2011.10.31
2011.10.27
2010.10.26
2008.10.01
2008.08.29
2007.09.07
2007.03.23
2007.03.10
2006.11.03
2006.09.21
2006.05.09
2006.02.23
2005.07.15
2004.12.01
2003.10.17
2003.07.15
2003.03.03
2003.01.10
2002.12.02
2000.03.24
1998.09.01
1996.01.10
1995.09.30
1995.07.01
1995.02.01
1993.11.04
1990.04.01
1989.03.01
1987.12.01
1986.08.15
1985.12.30
1985.11.23

Premium selected store I.M.Z PREMIUM Seoul grand opening
Selected Store “GEEKSHOP” at Garosu St., Seoul grand opening
Selected Store “GEEKSHOP” at Times Square Mall, Seoul grand opening 

Italian authentic trattoria, “STASERA TRATTORIA” grand opening

Footwear & lifestyle products selected store “GEEKSHOP” opening and chic & urban selected shoe store “SHOECLIP” launching 
Swedish shoe brand “TRETORN” launching

“PAUL & SHARK” main store at Lotte Department Store grand opening
“STASERA” 3rd Store in Apgujeong grand opening

Opened “STASERA” 2nd Store in Gangnam
Italian well-being Café, “STASERA” main store grand opening

Received Korea Distribution Award with presidential citation

Received the 37th Taxpayer’s Day with presidential citation

Italian restaurant, “BUONASERA” grand opening

Changed the company name to F.G.F CO.,LTD. (Forward Global Fashion)

D’URBAN INC. (Japan) and SBW D’URBAN LTD. (F.G.F) cancelled a joint venture agreement and signed a licensing agreement for INTERMEZZO

Withdrew from D’URBAN brand distribution agreement
Songtan Factory construction completed
Increased investment capital by 3.6 million USD (5.1million USD total paid capital)
D’URBAN INC. (Japan) and SBW D’URBAN LTD. signed a distribution agreement for D’URBAN
Changed the company to SBW D’URBAN LTD
INTERMEZZO Korea launching
D’URBAN INC. (Japan) and D’URBAN KOREA LTD. signed a distribution contract for INTERMEZZO
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Stone Island has found its own language with the aim of establishing new boundaries in the world of garment making.

2 Flagship stores in Seoul and Daegu

17 Corners in major department stores

• 

WWW.STONEISLAND.CO.KR

FLAGSHIP STORE/S

DEPARTMENT STORE/S

Flagship store in Seoul_Stone Island
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WWW.STONEISLAND.CO.KR

Flagship store in Seoul_Stone Island
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WWW.CPCOMPANY.CO.KR

Flagship store in Seoul_C.P. Company

2 Flagship stores in Seoul and Daegu

11 Corners in major department stores

• 

FLAGSHIP STORE/S

DEPARTMENT STORE/S
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Flagship store in Seoul_C.P. Company

WWW.CPCOMPANY.CO.KR
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INTERMEZZO means “interlude music” in Italian. It launched in 1986 leading men’s fashion in Korean market. In the 
present, INTERMEZZO has been showing new concepts and creative fashion items. It evolved to I.M.Z PREMIUM in 2014 
continuously thriving in the global fashion market. Pursuing the best select shop, I.M.Z PREMIUM, mainly targets 30-ish 
‘Leons’ to introduce Italian oriented high-end imported casual brands suited to men’s lifestyle. 

male with an aesthetic sense and fashion philosophy that creates a sophisticated lifestyle. By combining modern interior 
design with a classy atmosphere, it stands out with its characteristics from other brands, and with its fresh and interesting 
pieces, it conveys the culture of Italy with prestige.

I.M.Z PREMIUM provides European value of nature by introducing globally respected Italian fashion brands that lead the 

MALTESE, SWISS CHRISS, BERWICH, BARK, CIRCOLO 1901, GARRETT, ESEMPLARE, and more. Aside from garments, 
it also promotes accessory brands such as, DANIEL & BOB, PREMIATA, LAGOA, SIMON CARTER, WELDER, and more.

32 stores

28 Corners in major department stores

4 stores

TOTAL NO. OF  STORE/S

DEPARTMENT STORE/S

ROAD SHOPS

WWW.INTERMEZZO.CO.KR
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Shop detail view_I.M.Z. Premium

WWW.INTERMEZZO.CO.KR
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Shop detail view_I.M.Z. Premium

WWW.INTERMEZZO.CO.KR
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selected store introducing the lifestyle and culture through more than 50 premium Italian brands in related to fashion & 
accessories.

Going over the boundaries of simply selling clothes, it also created WINE & CAFÉ, CIGAR, and MAGAZINES sections 
for the brand.

TRANSIT UOMO, but also carries Italian premium Wines, Café, COHIBA & MONTECRISTO CIGAR, CARLO MORETTI to cultivate 
men’s high lifestyle and culture.

1 corner store in Lotte World TowerDEPARTMENT STORE/S

• 
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Shop detail view_Coevo
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Shop detail view_Coevo
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WWW.GEEKSHOP.CO.KR

Shop detail view_Geekshop

GEEKSHOP, premium selected stores provide an alluring 
recommendation for “new taste” based on our carefully 
merchandised products for contemporary lifestyle.

Duvetica, Bark, Sempach, Roundel London, Domrebel, 
Universal Works, Bru Na Boinne, Oliver Spencer, The Editor

Merola, Amboise, Move

GARMENTS

SHOES

ACC
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Shop detail view_Geekshop

WWW.GEEKSHOP.CO.KR
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the international market product concept for men and women that combines high quality materials with an updated design and a 
strong fashion identity. These are the distinctive features of Duvetica:

Duvetica uses top quality materials existing in the market. The fabrics are mainly French and Italian, the seasonal fur is from 

down (never duck), in the best possible composition (90% down –10% small feather)

characteristic of Duvetica.

Again, the quality of down used by Duvetica assures the maximum thermal comfort without the typical thickness of the down 

Japanese design combined with its precise lines, makes a unique and seductive mix.

WWW.GEEKSHOP.CO.KR
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Shop detail view_Duvetica

WWW.GEEKSHOP.CO.KR
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It’s where our name came from.

Identity has never been driven by fashion. It’s driven by 
personal style, with individuality being the sign of the times. 
This is strength of character, this is modern and 
this is NOW.

When fashion does not feel like a series of dictations but 
communicates what’s going on, it becomes something else: 

WWW.GEEKSHOP.CO.KR
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Shop detail view_Bark

WWW.GEEKSHOP.CO.KR
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WWW.GEEKSHOP.CO.KR

Daniel & Bob was founded in 1976 and has been enthusiastically supported by European people who understand “quality”.

70s was a period of the hippy movement born in the USA and affecting all over the world by its key words 
“Free/Nature/Peace/Love/Art”.

Daniel & Bob was born under this hippy “air” and it was begun with some belts which they made for their close friends. 
Later on, they have widened the collection, created their best sellers like ”Jasmine” ”Pippo” ”Culodoro” 
and the evolution still goes on. 
 
Mr. Andrea Bortolotti, the founder of the company, always says,
 

 
His passion makes Daniel & Bob special and sustainable.

The high quality of Daniel & Bob is assured by detailed and meticulous craftsmanship. It makes their products durable and 
deepens the aesthetic taste from time to time. The handles of Daniel & Bob, also called as “GIL handle” is one of the example 
of this incredible craftsmanship. These handles are designed according to the shape of the hands and to provide comfort. 
Whenever people touch the handles of Daniel & Bob, they just know its uniqueness and enjoy its perfectionist craftsmanship. 

and creative designs.

WWW.GEEKSHOP.CO.KR
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WWW.GEEKSHOP.CO.KR

Unique & sophisticated design has brought Daniel & Bob to the limelight, which is 
appreciated by the people who understands the “real” meaning of quality. Daniel & Bob 

To create the design is a “challenge” all the time and several trials and errors are done 
repeatedly. Designers touch, vend, cut and curve the materials, draw many sketches and 
the ARTIGIANOS brush up the details by producing the prototypes. Then, throughout this 
process, design is developed. 

The marriage of Italian modern design & artigianal craftsmanship and sustainable supply 
of high quality leather goods that enrich the people’s life is the essence of Daniel & Bob.
  
  

WWW.GEEKSHOP.CO.KR
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Shop detail view_Daniel & Bob

WWW.GEEKSHOP.CO.KR
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food preparation and superb taste. Chef Kim Sam and his staff spend their mornings every 
day in a small kitchen garden at the nearby city, Gimpo, to harvest organic and high-grade 
vegetables of 10 different kinds. 

They put devotion in assembling the menu of BUONASERA, both ‘aperitivo’ and main 
dishes, in accordance to the meticulous selection of Chef Sam Kim. With the philosophy, 
“What you eat is who you are”, BUONASERA advocates the importance of eating healthy 
so it only serves food with the most natural ingredients from its own garden.

BUONASERA’s lunch and dinner menus are each made up of three different courses. 

course menu. With this service, somehow, you become the chef of your own and you can 
enjoy your food more deliciously. When you order a course menu, our server will provide 
a brief history of the food and you will be guided through on how to savor a full experience 
of your food.

WWW.BUONASERA.CO.KR

Buonasera Garden & Bar

Buonasera Entrance
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WWW.BUONASERA.CO.KR

Entrance

2014 Fall/Winter Gala Dinner
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WWW.BUONASERA.CO.KR

Carlo Moretti product display
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WWW.BUONASERA.CO.KR

Buonasera menu
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WWW.GFVINO.CO.KR

culture and history. It focuses on introducing how to enjoy the culture and 

Italian wineries such as Cantina Zaccagnini (famous for nature-friendly 
farming), Marchesi di Barolo (started from 1807), world-famed winery 
Col D’orcia Tenuta, and other major wine makers.

around the world such as WINE SPECTATOR, GILBERT & GAILLARD, 

Mastroberardino : Radici Taurasi Riserva DOCG, Historia Taurasi IGT
Bellusi Di Belcanto : Belcanto Millesimato Dry, Bellussi Grande Cuvee Extra Dry
Others : Chateau Martino, Chateau Listran, Chateau La Tour de mons, Chateau Lilian Ladouys, Marquis de Calon
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WWW.GFVINO.CO.KR

FILLI COLSI CHIANTI DOCG

BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO

MARCHESI DE BAROLO BELCANTO MILLESIMATO DRY

BARBARESCO BELUSSI GRAND CUVEE

IL BIANCO  DI CICCIO

HISTORIA MASTROBERARDINO

MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO

RADICT MASTROBERARDINO

CHRONICON MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO

Campania
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WWW.GFVINO.CO.KR

Menabrea, one of the top 1% beers in the world beer market, was launched near the Italian Alps in 1846 and has maintained its 
reputation by producing the premium beer in small quantities to keep its quality for 154 years. Menabrea is heavily favored to be 
compared with Ferrari in Italy and its popularity creates a certain fan base for it. 

Championship. It shows its excellence as the world best beer by winning the competition in 1997, 1998, 2000, 2004 and 2005. 
Menabrea was once an issue when it was in short supply even in Italy since it is produced in small quantities to maintain its quality. 

optimum materials generate the best beer both in taste and in sight which takes on gold color. 
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WWW.GFVINO.CO.KR

Mineral Water Sparkling Water

best mineral content which is ideal for human body, it is good for even newborn babies as well as adults. Surgiva is exclusively offered at the best restaurants, hotels and cafeterias and it doesn’t 

softness and digestive function. It holds it place as great mineral water in the bottled water market in Italy and strengthens its position in England, Germany and Japan as well. In France, Surgiva 
is served at the franchise shop “Fauchon” that serves high quality cuisines. The water source is located around Adamello-Brento National Park in Italy and the water emerges from rock vein at Pra 
dell’Era, a peak of the Alps. Surgiva, poured directly from the peak, is guaranteed safe and free from any harmful bacteria.

750ml      500ml 250ml  750ml      500ml 250ml  
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F.G.F. Co., Ltd.
1303-34 Baekam Bldg.

Seocho-dong, Seocho-gu,
Seoul, Korea 137-090

fgf@fgf.co.kr

www.fgf.co.kr
www.stoneisland.co.kr
www.cpcompany.co.kr

www.geekshop.co.kr
www.buonasera.co.kr

www.stasera.co.kr
www.gfvino.co.kr

www.gfalimento.co.kr


